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I thought I should mention that about pedegogy. I have felt

that the Lord has blessed us in the realm of pedegocy. I felt

right from the start that our seminary-- that is of Faith, and

here, I have felt the Lord has enabled us to have a higher level

of pedegoqy than any school I've ever had anything to do with

either as a student or as a teacher. It's not been our judgment

and selection, it's been the Lord's blessing in helping us.

Neher: Somebody could conceivably write better Introduction
books than have yet been written, by trying to undertake that
task that you mentioned of taking Wilson's fine arguments and
correlatinq them with clear presentations of the critical theory.
Could something like that still be done?

MacRae: It might still be done. The big problem is that to

publish a book costs a lot of money. The publishers find that there

is not Interest in this particular thing. As you say that would

have to be done. To take the Christians and show them the strength

of the critical arguments-- most of them don't feel like bothering

and to take themodernists and show them the foolishness of the

critical arguments, they think that's nonsense. If somebody would

write up a book that would really handle this well, and then have

$5000 into having it printed and then have another $5000 to put

into advertizingit, he might do a great deal of good. But the

publishers-- Francis Schaeff er said to me 2 years ago that the

publishers are only interested in making money and that includes

Christian publishers tool That's what he said. The publishers

have to put a big investment for a book, and then after they

publish a bood they have to decide what they are going to adver-

tize. I think, for instance, my GOSPEL OF ISAIAH, would sell two

or three times as many copies as it has sold if it was advertized.

I meet people who are tremendously interested in Isaiah. And

who are interested in me, who have never heard of the book!
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